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APPENDIX

i; NOTICE OF VIOLATION

~

Olin E. Teague Veterans'~ Center Docket: 30-01067/90-01.

Temple, Texas License: 42-10739-03
"JL

During an NRC inspection conducted on January 26, 1990, violations-of NRC
j requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of
C . Policy and Procedure,for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C' !

(1989) (Enforcement Policy), the violations are listed below: -

1.- 10 CFR 35.51(c) requires that, at the time of survey meter calibration, I.

the' apparent exposure rate from a built-in-or owner-supplied check source
be determined and recorded, and that each survey instrument be checked

'with the dedicated check source each day of use. l'o

.

Contrary to the above, as of January 26, 1990, survey meters were
routinely being used without first having been checked with a dedicated

. check source.

,This is a Severity. Level IV violation. (Supplement VI)

I2. 10 CFR 35.59(g) requires that a quarterly inventory be conducted-of soaled
p and brachytherapy sources in the possession of the licensee.

Contrary t'o the above, the licensee had been conducting semi-annual
',

. inventories :instead of quarterly inventories since July 1985.
L

!This is a Severity Level IV violation. (Supplement VI)

' Pursuant-to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Olin E. Teague' Veterans' Center is
hereby required to submit to this office,-within 30 days of the date of the

| letter transmitting this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply,
including for-each violation: (1) the reason for the violation if admitted, -

(2) the corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved,
(3) the corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations, and

'(4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Where good cause is shown,
: consideration will be given to extending-the response time. I

, .

Dated at Arlington, Texas,
3, this .14th day of February 1990
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